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Background and aim: Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is associated with compositional changes in the intestinal microbiota, 
including an increase in the abundance of Enterobacteriaceae. Growing evidences validate the role of microbes in influencing 
the efficacy of therapies. Thiopurine drugs are used in the maintenance of remission in IBD. In this context, bacterial metabolism 
of thioguanine has been previously investigated: thioguanine nucleotides were detected in bacterial pellets of E. coli, E. faecalis 
and B. thetaiotaomicron, following incubation of log phase cultures of bacterial strains with the drug, demonstrating direct 
activation of thiopurines by bacterial strains.The project will further explore the role of bacterial strains representative of intestinal 
microbiota in IBD in mediating the effects of thiopurines in vitro.

Methods: Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) values of azathioprine (AZA), mercaptopurine (MP) and thioguanine (TG) 
(ranging from 50 to 400 μM) on bacterial strains E. coli, S. enterica and K. pneumoniae were determined by the broth 
microdilution susceptibility test. AZA, MP and TG (400 μM) were incubated in minimal salts medium (M9) in presence or not 
of bacteria and of their growth phase broths for 4h at 37°C. After filtering, the supernatants were collected. The viability of 
NALM6B cells exposed to 7serial dilution of drugs (ranging from 0.2-15μM of AZA, from 0.3-20 μM of MP, from 0.08-5μM 
of TG) previously incubated with bacteria in M9, with their broths in M9and in M9alone was determined by the MTT assay. 
To evaluate AZA and MP biotransformation exposed or not to the bacterial strains and their broths, absorbance peaks were 
analysed by UV spectrophotometry (280 nm for AZA and 320 nm for MP). Statistical significance was assessed by two-way 
ANOVA and Bonferroni’s post test. The data are reported as means ± SE of three independent experiments.

Results: According to the broth microdilution susceptibility test, the highest concentrations tested of AZA, MP and TG (400 
μM) did not alter bacterial growth. The MTT test showed no variation in cytotoxicity of thiopurines exposed to E. coli and S. 
enterica or their broths in comparison with drugs in M9. Cytotoxic effects after treatment with the highest concentration tested 
of AZA were decreased significantly after incubation with K. pneumoniae (45±2.9%) and its broth (41±7.7%) compared to 
what was observed for the drug not exposed to bacteria (76±2.3%) (AZA K. pneumoniae vs AZA p-value<0.001; AZA broth 
of K. pneumoniae vs AZA p-value<0.001). Cytotoxic effects after treatment with the intermediate concentration 2.5μM of 
MP incubated with K. pneumoniae (34±2.5%) and its broth (41±5.1%) were decreased significantly by comparison with MP 
in M9(69±1.7%) (MP K. pneumoniae vs MP p-value<0.001; MP broth of K. pneumoniae vs MP p-value<0.001). On the 
contrary, the incubation of TG with K. pneumoniae and its broth did not show a significant variation of drug cytotoxicity. UV 
spectrophotometry evidenced a reduction of 24% of absorbance peaks of both AZA and MP exposed to K. pneumoniae and 
a reduction of 24% and 11% after exposure to its broth compared to the drugs in M9.

Discussion and conclusion: Cytotoxic activity of both AZA and MP was decreased after incubation either with K. pneumoniae 
or with its growth phase broth by comparison with drugs in M9while cytotoxic effects of TG resulted unaffected. E. coli and S. 
enterica did not affect cytotoxic effects of thiopurines tested. UV analysis confirmed the reduction of the concentration of AZA 
and MP after exposure to K. pneumoniae and its broth. The release of enzymes that could interfere with the efficacy of these 
drugs in the log phase growth is a possible mechanism to explain the reduction of AZA and MP cytotoxic effects induced by K. 
pneumoniae. These results provide interesting insights on the potential role of bacteria in mediating the effects of thiopurines 
in vitro.


